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Dark Secrets Campaign Setting Era 2 Player’s Guide for 5e 
 
In Era 1, players played characters who had never known magic except through fantastic stories of a past 
that was widely assumed to be untrue. As that era came to an end, the characters were given evidence 
that their world was connected to other realities and that those other realities included magic which could 
work in their own world. In Era 2, players will discover more about these other realms, more about the 
history of their own world, and discover new surprises. In Era 1, players played commoners. In Era 2 they 
play character classes familiar to those who play RPGs. 

The Dark Secrets campaign setting can be played in any system. This guide assumes you are playing 
using the rules from the 5th edition of the Dungeons & Dragons game. 

In Era 2, players may play characters created in Era 1 or they may create new characters. Regardless 
of which choice the players make, the characters will be appropriate for the challenges and opportunities 
in Era 2. If players choose to play magic-using or spell-casting characters, those characters will have 
limitations that players don’t normally encounter. The rules in this Player’s Guide add to the rules in the 
Player’s Handbook and where the two conflict, this Guide takes precedence. 

In Era 2, players will have choices that could change the world, altering the opportunities that will be 
available in Era 3. 
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Creating Your Character 
 
Ability Scores 
If you are creating a human character in Era 2 or later, you may select either the point-buy method or a 
die-rolling method to determine your ability scores. The Dark Secrets campaign setting uses the 

optional Sanity score (DMG p. 264). Your Sanity modifier may sometimes be added to a skill check or 
saving throw, especially when your character confronts things that profoundly challenge your character’s 
comprehension or expectations (see the section on Sanity). The Dark Secrets campaign setting uses a 
new optional Wealth score. 

None of your abilities can be greater than 15 at the time of ability score generation. Note that your 
choice of what subtype of human or nonhuman to play may increase some of your ability scores. 

If you choose the point-buy method, you have 27* points to spend on your ability scores. Each of your 
scores begins at an 8 and you can spend points per the Ability Score Point Cost table below (excerpted 
from the Player’s Handbook) to increase them. 

Create your character as a 1st level character and make the appropriate choices at each level, 
increasing by 1 level at a time, until your character is the same level as the other characters in the party. 

 
Table: Ability Score Costs 
Score Points 
9 1 
10 2 
11 3 
12 4 
13 5 
14 7 
15 9 
 
Example Scores Using Point-Buy 
 
Str 10, Dex 14, Con 10, Int 14, Wis 10, Cha 10, San 13 
Str 12, Dex 12, Con 12, Int 12, Wis 12, Cha 12, San 11 
Str 13, Dex 13, Con 13, Int 11, Wis 11, Cha 11, San 11 
Str 15, Dex 15, Con 10, Int 10, Wis 10, Cha 10, San 9 
 
If you wish to roll dice to determine ability scores, use one of these two methods. 
 

 Method 1) Roll an 8-sided die and a 6-sided die; add 6 to the higher result. Do this eight more 
times, so that you have nine numbers. Discard the two lowest numbers, assign each of the 
remaining scores to an ability other than Wealth. 

 Method 2) Roll a 6-sided die and a 4-side die; add 8 to the higher result. Do this seven more times, 
so that you have eight numbers. Discard the lowest number, assign each of the remaining scores 
to an ability other than Wealth. 

 Method 3) Roll 24 6-sided dice. Combine the dice into seven sets of three dice each; no set can 
add to more than 14 or less than 8. Discard any remaining dice. Assign each of the remaining 
scores to an ability other than Wealth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* This is correct. In Era 1, you have 28 points to use for the point-buy method, in Era 2 you have 27 points.  
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Human Characters 
The most common character in Era 2 is human, though there are three human subtypes available that 
were not available in Era 1: barrens human, shadow human, and wild human. Except where noted here, 
your traits are the same as those in the Player’s Handbook. 
 

Human Traits 
All human characters have these traits in common. 

Feat. You gain one Dark Secrets feat. 
 

Human Subtypes 
If your human character was born or raised in the Starshower Barrens, the Dark Realm or the Wild Realm, 
choose the corresponding subtype, otherwise choose the typical human subtype. 
 

Barrens Human 
Ability Score Increase. Your Sanity score increases by 2, and your Charisma score increases by 1. 
Alignment. Barrens humans tend to distrust others and to avoid groups but they may be of any 

alignment. 
Barrens Resilience. You have advantage on Sanity saving throws whenever you are in the 

Starshower Barrens or against any creature or effect from the Starshower Barrens. 
Barrens Tenacity. You have proficiency in the Overcome skill and make Sanity (Overcome) checks 

with advantage. 
Languages. You cannot read or write unless you have the Literate feat. You speak Common. 

 

Shadow Human 
Ability Score Increase. Your Constitution score increases by 2 and one other ability score of your 

choice increases by 1. 
Alignment. Shadow humans tend toward neutrality and avoid extremes of all sorts though they may 

be of any alignment. 
Darkvision. You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, and in darkness 

as if it were dim light. You can’t discern color in darkness, only shades of gray. 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common. 
Muted Vision. When you are in bright light, you can’t discern color, you have disadvantage on 

Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on sight, and you suffer a -1 penalty on attacks. 
Shadow Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against spells from the illusion and 

necromancy schools. 
 

Typical Human 
Ability Score Increase. Your ability scores each increase by 1. 
Alignment. Most humans tend toward no particular alignment. 
Heroic. When you roll a 1 on a Hero Die it counts as a 2. 
Languages. You cannot read or write unless you have the Literate feat. You speak Common. 

 

Wild Human 
Ability Score Increase. Your Charisma, Dexterity, or Intelligence score increases by 2, and the 

other two of those ability scores increase by 1. 
Alignment. Wild humans tend toward overabundance in all things and generally are chaotic, though 

there are wild humans of all alignments. Neutral alignments are uncommon. 
Darkvision. You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, and in darkness 

as if it were dim light. You can’t discern color in darkness, only shades of gray. 
Fey Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against being charmed, and magic can’t put 

you to sleep. 
Languages. You cannot read or write unless you have the Literate feat. You speak Common and 

Sylvan.  
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Non-human Characters 
If you are starting a character in Era 2, you may choose to play a non-human character, though your 
character will have come from either the Shadow Realm or the Wild Realm. Your choices are limited by 
each realm as follows: Shadow Realm: mountain dwarf, rock gnome, half-orc; Wild Realm: hill dwarf, 
high elf, wood elf, lightfoot halfling, stout halfling, forest gnome, half-elf. If you are playing a character 
who is not a human, your character’s traits are the same as in the Player’s Handbook unless noted 
otherwise. 
 

Mountain Dwarf 
Muted Vision. When you are in bright light, you can’t discern color, you have disadvantage on 

Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on sight, and you suffer a -1 penalty on attacks. 
Shadow Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against spells from the illusion and 

necromancy schools. 
Stonecunning. Your stonecunning ability does not function in the normal world or the Wild Realm. 

 

Rock Gnome 
Artificer’s Lore. Your artificer’s lore ability does not function when the item, object or device is 

from the Wild Realm. 
Muted Vision. When you are in bright light, you can’t discern color, you have disadvantage on 

Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on sight, and you suffer a -1 penalty on attacks. 
Shadow Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against spells from the illusion and 

necromancy schools. 
 

Half-Orc 
Muted Vision. When you are in bright light, you can’t discern color, you have disadvantage on 

Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on sight, and you suffer a -1 penalty on attacks. 
Shadow Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against spells from the illusion and 

necromancy schools. 
 

Hill Dwarf 
Stonecunning. Your stonecunning ability does not function in the normal world or the Wild Realm. 
Fey Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against being charmed, and magic can’t put 

you to sleep. 
 

High Elf and Half-Elf 
Cantrip. You know one these cantrips: guidance, prestidigitation, resistance, thaumaturgy or true 

strike. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability for it. 
Extra Languages. You can speak, read, and write one of the following: gnomish, halfling, or sylvan. 

 
Wood Elf 

Fleet of Foot. Your base walking speed decreases to 30 feet in the Shadow Realm. 
Mask of the Wild. Your mask of the wild ability does not function in the Shadow Realm. 

 
Halfling  

Lucky. Your lucky trait does not function in the Shadow Realm. 
Fey Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against being charmed, and magic can’t put 

you to sleep. 
 

Forest Gnome 
Speak with Small Beasts. Your speak with small beasts trait does not function in the Shadow 

Realm. 
Fey Ancestry. You have advantage on saving throws against being charmed, and magic can’t put 

you to sleep. 
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Classes 
You may play any class available in the Player’s Handbook. 
 
If you select a human or nonhuman character or class that has access to magic, that magic is only available 
to you in the normal world if that magic is available in the normal world. For instance, at the beginning 
of Era 2, it is likely that illusion and necromantic magic is available, and it is possible that some other 
schools of magic are also available. It is unlikely that all schools of magic are available. If you choose a 
character with the ability to cast a cantrip, for instance, and that cantrip is of a school that is unavailable 
in the normal world, then you can only cast that cantrip when you are in the Shadow Realm or Wild Realm 
until the normal world grants access to that school of magic. 
 

Backgrounds 
Use the same background information as found in the Era 1 Player’s Guide, but improve your character’s 
equipment as follows when you begin play. 
 

Crafter 
Equipment: Two sets of occupation-appropriate artisan’s tools, two simple melee weapons, a 

dungeoneer’s or an explorer’s pack, and 300 gp worth of adventuring gear or coins. 
 

Farmer 
Equipment: Occupation-appropriate artisan’s tools, a shortbow and 20 arrows, two simple melee 

weapons, a dungeoneer’s or an explorer’s pack, 150 gp worth of adventuring gear or coins, and 200 
gp worth of appropriate trade goods. 

 

Hunter 
Equipment: A hunting trap or its equivalent, a shortbow and 40 arrows, three simple melee weapons, 

an explorer’s pack, and 300 gp worth of adventuring gear, coins, or trade goods. 
 

Miner 
Equipment: Two simple melee weapons, a miner’s pick, a dungeoneer’s or an explorer’s pack, and 200 

gp worth of adventuring gear, coins, or trade goods. 
 

Storyteller 
Equipment: An entertainer’s or a scholar’s pack, a donkey or mule and a cart, two simple melee 

weapons, and 200 gp worth of adventuring gear, coins, or trade goods. 
 
Trader 
Equipment: A donkey or mule and a pack for that animal, a wagon, two chests, a dungeoneer’s or an 

explorer’s pack, two simple weapons, 300 gp worth of trade goods and 100 gp worth of adventuring 
gear. 
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Ability Score Improvement 
Whenever your class would grant you an ability score improvement, you may instead select a feat. 
 

Alignment 
The alignment options in the beginning of the Dark Secrets campaign are the same as in the Player’s 
Handbook. The vast majority of people are neutral. You must provide a narrative explanation of your 
alignment if you do not choose neutral. 
 

Personal Characteristics 
The personality traits, ideals, bonds and flaws are combined into affiliations in the Dark Secrets 
campaign. An affiliation is a strong connection a character has with another person; these can be with 
NPCs or PCs, and they are often complex. During play, a character’s affiliations will change; some will 
end, new ones will begin, and the ordering of how important the affiliations are will vary. At any time, 
three of the affiliations are the most important. Whenever one of these three is replaced (by whatever 
means), your character may gain some benefit such as effect points (as determined by the GM). Your 
character may be driven by desires, may have connections to animals or places, and may otherwise have 
connections in the world. These may, with GM approval, be used in place of an affiliation with a person. 
You must always have at least one affiliation with another PC in your top three affiliations. 
 

Affiliations 
Treat an affiliation as a statement that connects two people. Here are some examples. You should choose 
at least one affiliation and may choose several. Whether they connect your character to other PCs, to 
NPCs in the world, or anyone else is your choice (but consult the GM if you’re unsure). 

 I am indebted to Aunt Jo who raised me when my parents did not. 

 I will protect Nera just as I promised to her father before he died. 

 I will find someone who knew my grandmother; she never returned from the Barrens. 
 

Languages 
In the normal world of the Dark Secrets campaign, very few people can read or write. With a few 
exceptions, you must take the Literate feat if you wish to be able to read and write. 

The Common language has many dialects. Each dialect is named for the region or the work done 
there. For example, farmers are sometimes described as speaking “field talk” or “farm talk” and miners 
are sometimes described as speaking “miner talk” or “cave chatter.” Unless there is a very good reason 
for it, assume any typical human character from the Dark Secrets campaign can understand anyone else, 
even if the accents are a bit of a challenge at first. Most people can identify where others are from by their 
accent (everyone knows what a mountaineer sounds like or what kind of words the miners use). 
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Equipment and Resources 
If you are playing an Era 2 human character who came from the normal world, use the equipment 
information from your background. If you are playing an Era 2 character who came from the Wild or 
Shadow Realm, your character’s equipment must conform to the low-magic nature of the setting, and 
you should assume you have 300 gp plus 1d6 x 25 gp worth of normal starting equipment (and no 
magic, except as provided by the GM). 

Wealth Score 
The GM may track character wealth as though it were like an ability score rather than track credits and 
coins. In this case, over the course of a character’s life, if the character neglects income opportunities or 
spends from her accumulated wealth, that character’s wealth score will decrease. If a character maintains 
income and spends frugally, that character’s wealth score will remain the same. If a character focuses on 
income generation or accumulates additional resources, that character’s wealth score will increase. A 
character’s background determines their starting Wealth score. 

Characters with high Charisma scores are likely to be trusted by others, be given the benefit of the 
doubt about financial matters, and so over a lifetime be more likely to accumulate wealth and credit. 
People with significant reputations will be able to leverage this high Charisma; some people may offer 
them goods and services for free, for instance. People will low Charisma scores are likely to be treated as 
being untrustworthy or having suspicious motives. They will often find that without current credit or 
without having coins on hand, they will be denied purchase opportunities. 

In some cases the GM may determine that it is appropriate to roll a Wealth check instead of a 
Charisma check to make a purchase. 
 

Weapon Damage 
High quality weapons are somewhat more likely to reliably cause more damage than average weapons 
and poor quality weapons are somewhat more likely to reliably cause less damage than average weapons. 
Use the weapons from the PHB, modified as noted here. 

Whenever you roll dice for damage, roll two more dice than are called for; the damage caused by your 
weapon is the result on the middle die or dice. For example, with a d8 weapon, roll 3d8 and whichever 
result is the middle result is the damage you cause (if the results were 4, 7 and 5, the weapon would cause 
5 damage because 5 is the middle result). If your weapon uses two dice, for example 2d6, roll 4d6 and 
add the two middle results to determine damage. 

If the weapon is damaged (but still useable) or of poor quality, replace two of the dice that you roll 
with the lower die type (so with a low-quality mace, you’ll roll 2d4 and 1d6), the middle result is the 
damage you cause. If the weapon is of exceptional quality, replace one of the dice that you roll with the 
higher die type (if there is one). If you have an exceptional battle axe, roll 2d8 and 1d10, the middle result 
is the damage you cause. 

Use a d12 whenever a die type greater than d12 would be called for; use a d3 whenever a die type lower 
than d3 would be called for. 

 

Unusual Equipment 
There are a variety of damps that can be acquired by miners or merchants who understand how to acquire 
and store them. The known damps are firedamp, blackdamp, stinkdamp, whitedamp and afterdamp. 
There are many plants and animals from which poisons can be harvested for later use. Some of these 
cause damage, paralysis, sleep or exhaustion. 
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Advancement 
 

Table 1: Era 1 Advancement 

Character 
Level Features 

Effect 
Points 

1.1 Proficiencies (skills, saves, tools) +3 

1.2 Feature 1 +2 

1.3 Feature 2 +2 

2.1 Feature 1 +4 

2.2 Feature 2 +3 

3.1 Feature 1 +4 

3.2 Feature 2 +3 

4.1 Ability Score Improvement +4 

4.2 Feature +3 

5.1 Feature 1 +4 

5.2 Feature 2 +3 

6.1 Feature 1 +4 

6.2 Feature 2 +3 

7.1 Feature 1 +4 

7.2 Feature 2 +4 

8.1 Ability Score Improvement +4 

8.2 Feature +4 

9.1 Feature 1 +5 

9.2 Feature 2 +4 
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Feats 
In addition to the feats identified in the Era 1 Player’s Guide, you may select any of the feats below. You 
may select these at character creation if you meet its requirements. 
 

Dark Adept (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: Dark Legend 
You control your dark side. You gain the following benefits: 
• Choose one ability score, you have advantage on ability checks and saving throws with that ability. 
• Whenever you use dark points (but not hero or wild) to roll an effect die, your effect die for that use 

of those points improves by 1 (e.g. d6 to d8). 
• Whenever you used an effect die during a successful attack and spent at least one dark point to do so, 

add one half your effect die result (minimum of 1) as a bonus to the damage of that attack. 
 

Dark Sight (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: You have spent considerable time in the Dark Realm 
You can see into the Dark Realm, creatures and objects there appear ghostly. 
• You have advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks when sensing creatures or objects in the Dark 

Realm. 
• Out to a range of 60 feet, you see creatures and objects that are in the Dark Realm while you are in 

another realm, they appear ghostly and translucent to you. 
 
Expert Artisan (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisites: Proficiency in at least four different types of artisan’s tools 
You are an unparalleled artisan; you gain the following benefits: 

• Increase one ability score of your choice by 1, to a maximum of 20. 
• Choose one type of artisan’s tools with which you are proficient. Your proficiency bonus is doubled 

for any ability check you make when using that type of artisan’s tools. 
• Whenever you spend a day of downtime crafting items, your efforts are treated as if they were the 

efforts of two people. 
• You may use artisan’s tools without being proficient in their use. When you do so, add half your 

proficiency bonus to checks made using those tools. 
 

Fabled Hero (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: Heroic Legend 
Fables are told of your heroism. You gain the following benefits: 
• You have advantage on Charisma ability checks and Charisma-based skill checks 
• Whenever you use an effect die, roll two dice and use the higher result. 
• Whenever you have two advantage dice, your proficiency modifier is increased by +1. 
 

Shadow Explorer (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: You have spent considerable time in the Dark Realm 
You have intimate knowledge of the Dark Realm, gaining the following benefits: 
• Increase your Intelligence or Wisdom score by 1, to a maximum of 20. 
• You gain proficiency in two of the following skills: Insight, Investigation, Nature and Survival. If you 

are already proficient in any of those skills, you add double your proficiency bonus to checks you make 
with it. 

• Whenever you use dark or hero points to roll an effect die to influence an Intelligence- or Wisdom-
based skill check while in the Dark Realm, your effect die for that use of those points improves by 1 
(e.g. d6 to d8). 

• You gain 1 disadvantage die at the start of each encounter in the Dark Realm. If you do not use the die 
during the encounter it is lost. 
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Starshower Explorer (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: You have spent considerable time in the Starshower Barrens 
You have intimate knowledge of the Starshower Barrens, gaining the following benefits: 
• Increase your Charisma, Sanity or Wisdom score by 1, to a maximum of 20. 
• You gain proficiency in three of the following skills: Deception, Insight, Interpret, Overcome, 

Perception, Persuasion and Survival. If you are already proficient in any of those skills, you add double 
your proficiency bonus to checks you make with it. 

• Whenever you use effect points to roll an effect die in the Starshower Barrens, your effect die improves 
by 1 (e.g. d6 to d8). 

• The first time each day you use an advantage, disadvantage or wild die in the Starshower Barrens, the 
die is not lost after it is used. 

 

Unfailing Hero (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: Heroic Legend 
Your heroism is unfailing. You gain the following benefits: 
• During encounters, whenever you would have no hero points, you have 1 hero point instead. 
• Whenever you roll an effect die, if your proficiency bonus is higher than the result on the effect die, 

treat the result of the effect die as your proficiency bonus instead. 
 

Wild Explorer (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: You have spent considerable time in the Wild Realm 
You have intimate knowledge of the Wild Realm, gaining the following benefits: 
• Increase your Charisma or Constitution score by 1, to a maximum of 20. 
• You gain proficiency in two of the following skills: Deception, Intimidation, and Persuasion. If you 

are already proficient in any of those skills, you add double your proficiency bonus to checks you make 
with it. 

• Whenever you use an effect die using hero or wild points to influence a Charisma-based skill check or 
a Constitution check while in the Wild Realm, roll your normal effect die and one die higher (e.g. d6 
and d8 if your effect die is d6, or 2d12 if your effect die is d12) and use the higher result. 

• You gain 1 advantage, disadvantage or wild die (your choice) at the start of each encounter in the Wild 
Realm. If you do not use the die during the encounter it is lost. 

 
Wild Adept (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: Wild Legend 
You have strong rapport with your wild side. You gain the following benefits: 
• You may spend three wild points to gain one advantage die and one disadvantage die. 
• If you have at least two advantage dice, you may use two advantage dice whenever you would normally 

use one advantage die. After the result is determined, both dice are lost. (That is, you roll a total of 
three d20s, take the highest result, and discard the two advantage dice.) 

• If you have at least two disadvantage dice, you may use two disadvantage dice whenever you would 
normally use one disadvantage die. After the result is determined, both dice are lost. (That is, you roll 
a total of three d20s, take the lowest result, and discard the two disadvantage dice.) 

 
Wild Sight (Dark Secrets) 
Prerequisite: You have spent considerable time in The Wild Realm 
You can see into the Wild Realm, creatures and objects there appear ghostly. 
• You have advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks when sensing creatures or objects in the Wild 

Realm. 
• Out to a range of 60 feet, you see creatures and objects that are in the Wild Realm while you are in 

another realm, they appear ghostly and translucent to you. 
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Abilities, Checks and Saving Throws: Sanity 
See the entries on Madness and Sanity in the Dungeon Masters Guide. 
 
Sanity 
Sanity measures cognitive, emotional and spiritual stamina. It includes attunement to and understanding 
of mental and emotional health, both conscious and unconscious. 
 

Sanity Checks 
A Sanity check might reflect an effort to understand the meaning of a cryptic message, persist under 
mentally challenging circumstances, or care for an emotionally injured person. 
 Interpret. Whenever you encounter something whose meaning might be subject to interpretation, 
a Sanity (Interpret) check can be used to reveal whether there is a hidden meaning and what that hidden 
meaning is. The GM might call for a Sanity (Interpret) check to determine what you ascertain from 
listening to someone retell a dream, or when you find an object that seems particularly out of place. 
 Overcome. The GM might call for you to make a Sanity (Overcome) check when you try to 
accomplish tasks like the following: 

• Function well without sleep 
• Engage in mental labor for hours without rest 

 Remedy. A Sanity (Remedy) check lets you try to aid someone who is suffering emotionally or 
psychologically, or to diagnose or treat a madness. Typically, the DC to identify a madness (no matter 
whether it’s short-term, long-term or indefinite) is 15 and the DC to intervene is 20 or higher. 
 

Madness and Sanity (Remedy) Checks 
Ameliorating a short-term madness requires 1d6 rounds of conversation followed by a DC 20 Sanity 
(Remedy) check; a long-term madness requires 2d6 minutes of intervention followed by a DC 25 Sanity 
(Remedy) check (or 2d6 hours of intervention followed by a DC 20 Sanity (Remedy) check). An indefinite 
madness cannot be alleviated by a Sanity (Remedy) check, though a DC 25 Sanity (Remedy) check after 
2d6 days of relatively constant interaction can reduce the negative effects of the madness for 1 week (the 
details of the reduced effect to be determined by the GM). If a person suffering from a madness 
experiences the sudden or traumatic loss of someone whose Sanity (Remedy) checks have been successful 
for that person, the sufferer is immediately retraumatized. The sufferer is exposed to another, perhaps 
more damaging madness, and has disadvantage on the Sanity saving throw. 
 
Sanity and Wisdom Saving Throws 
If a spell or effect normally requires a Wisdom saving throw but the circumstances merit a Sanity saving 
throw instead, use the Sanity saving throw. For example, the confusion spell normally allows an affected 
target to attempt a Wisdom saving throw at the end of each of its turns. But, if the affected creature is 
suffering from either a confusion-like effect that duplicates the confusion spell, or a confusion spell cast 
by an alien creature or in an alien environment, then the affected target might be required to attempt 
Sanity rather than Wisdom saving throws. Similarly, curses or other effects might be better understood 
as affecting a character’s Sanity than the character’s Wisdom. 
 
From the DMG 
“Consider using the Sanity score if your campaign revolves around entities of an utterly alien and 
unspeakable nature, such as Great Cthulhu, whose powers and minions can shatter a character’s mind. 

A character with a high Sanity is level-headed even in the face of insane circumstances, while a 
character with low Sanity is unsteady, breaking easily when confronted by eldritch horrors that are 
beyond normal reason.” 
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Effect Points 
Each character in the Dark Secrets Campaign setting has a pool of effect points. When your character is 
created you have five points in this pool and your effect die type is a d4. Your effect die type can increase 
though feats, class features or other means. 

Your pool of effect points can include hero points, wild points and dark points. Unless otherwise 
noted, when you begin play, all your effect points are hero points. Your total number of points, regardless 
of their type, determines certain choices you can make with your character. In addition, some choices are 
only available to you when your pool has at least a certain number of dark, hero or wild points. 

In some cases, your effect die type can vary based on whether you’re using a dark, hero or wild point, 
and in some cases when you choose to spend multiple points at once, the kinds of points you use 
determine the effects. 

 

Advantage, Disadvantage and Wild Dice 
An advantage die is a d20 that can be used when you roll any other d20 so that you have advantage. A 
disadvantage die is a d20 that can be used when anyone but you rolls a d20 so that the roll has 
disadvantage. A wild die is a d20 that is an advantage die if the unmodified result is even and is a 
disadvantage die if the unmodified result is odd. When you declare that you’re using a wild die, you run 
the risk of it being used as an advantage die if you’re hoping it’ll be a disadvantage die though you can use 
it on any d20 roll. You may decide to use an advantage, disadvantage or wild die after the original d20 is 
rolled; you do not have to declare before the other die is rolled that you’re using it. Like any other 
advantage or disadvantage roll, if a roll has both advantage and disadvantage they cancel, and there is no 
way to multiply advantage or disadvantage. You may have several advantage or disadvantage dice or wild 
dice but you normally cannot use more than one such die at a time. 
 

Spending Effect Points 
There are specific times in the game when you may spend effect points, as shown below. 
 

At Any Time 
 You may spend two hero points to gain an advantage die, two dark points to gain a disadvantage 

die, or two wild points to gain a wild die. 

 When you roll a d20 you may spend points from your pool to roll an effect die and add its result 
to the d20. Each point spent allows you to roll an effect die. You may spend as many points as 
you’d like and you may decide to roll each die after you’ve determined the result of the previously 
rolled dice. (Sometimes you may be able to keep spending points until you get a success.) 

 Whenever your character fails a death saving throw, you can spend 1 effect point to turn that 
failure into a success. Whenever another player’s character fails a death saving throw, you can 
spend 2 hero or wild points (or 1 of each) to turn that failure into a success. 

 You may spend 3 dark points to roll one effect die and subtract the result from any d20 roll. 

 You may spend 6 hero points at any time to prevent what would otherwise be the death of another 
character or NPC. 

 

After a Short Rest or Long Rest 
 When your character completes a short rest, you may spend 1 hero, dark or wild point to gain a 

number of hit points equal to one-half the maximum result of your highest Hit Die type (if you 
have both d8 and d10 hit dice, you would gain 5 hit points). You may only spend 1 point in this 
way. Your hit point total after your short rest cannot exceed your maximum. 

 When your character completes a long rest, you may spend 1 hero, dark or wild point to gain a 
number of hit points equal to the maximum result of your highest Hit Die type (if you have both 
d8 and d10 hit dice, you would gain 10 hit points). You may only spend 1 point in this way. Your 
hit point total after your long rest cannot exceed your maximum.  
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Additional Rules 
The Dark Secrets campaign setting uses the Slow Natural Healing rule (DMG p. 267) and modified rules 
for recovery after a short or long rest. The specific effects on short and long rests is explained below. 
 

Short Rest 
At the start of a short rest roll 1d4+1 for each character that is not at maximum hit points, the result is 
the number of hours that the character may need to recover at that short rest. After each hour, the 
character makes either a DC 10 Constitution or Sanity (Overcome) check. If the check is successful, the 
short rest is complete; if the check is unsuccessful, another check may be made at the end of the next 
hour. At the end of the rolled number of hours, the check automatically succeeds. A character may spend 
Hit Dice to regain hit points as usual when the short rest is complete. 

If someone expends one use of a healer’s kit or succeeds on a DC 15 Wisdom (Medicine) check to treat 
the character’s wounds during the first hour of the short rest, the initial roll to determine the number of 
hours necessary to complete the short rest is reduced by 1. Multiple uses of a healer’s kit will not further 
reduce the time required for a character to rest. The use of a healer’s kit cannot be combined with a 
Wisdom (Medicine) check to further reduce the time required. 
 

Long Rest 
At the end of a long rest (a period of 8 hours of rest including at least 6 hours of sleep), for each character 
that was not at maximum hit points at the beginning of that long rest, make either a DC 14 Constitution 
or Sanity (Overcome) check. If your character began its long rest with fewer than half its maximum hit 
points, this check is made with disadvantage. If the check is successful, the long rest is complete and the 
character gains the normal benefits of a long rest and the character may spend Hit Dice to regain hit 
points. If the check is unsuccessful, the long rest is incomplete, the character gains none of the benefits 
of a long rest and cannot spend Hit Dice to regain hit points. The character may spend 1 effect point to 
roll an effect die and gain hit points equal to the result of the effect die. The character may repeat this use 
of effect points once every 6 hours. 

The character can continue resting without engaging in strenuous activity. For each 4 hours spent 
resting this way, the DC of the next check is reduced by 2 (8 hours of additional rest reduces the DC by 4, 
12 hours reduces the DC by 6, etc.). The character can attempt a new check at the end of any 4 hour period 
of resting (the DC continues to be reduced even if a check is unsuccessful). Once the check is successful, 
the long rest is complete and the character gains the normal benefits of a long rest and the character may 
spend Hit Dice to regain hit points. Once a character has maximum hit points, its long rest is complete 
and the character gains all the benefits of a long rest. 

If someone expends one use of a healer’s kit or succeeds on a DC 15 Wisdom (Medicine) check to treat 
the character’s wounds during the first hour of the long rest, the initial DC of the Constitution or Sanity 
(Overcome) check is reduced to 12. Multiple uses of a healer’s kit will not improve a character’s pace of 
healing during this long rest, nor will combinations of uses of a healer’s kit with successful Wisdom 
(Medicine) checks. 
 

Minor Advantage 
The Dark Secrets campaign includes minor advantage. If you have both advantage and minor advantage, 
only advantage is in effect. If you are affected by both disadvantage and minor advantage, only 
disadvantage is in effect. If some game effect triggers when someone has advantage, then that effect does 
not trigger when someone has minor advantage unless the GM specifically rules otherwise. You may 
choose to use an advantage die after the result of a roll made with minor advantage. 
Minor Advantage: Roll a d20 and a d12; use the higher of the two rolls. 
 

Extreme Disadvantage 
In cases of extreme disadvantage in the Dark Secrets campaign, the GM may require you to roll both a 
d12 and a d20 and take the lower result. In this case, a natural 1 only results if the d20 is a natural 1. A 
result of 13 or higher isn't possible without modifiers. This will only be used when an event is being 
attempted that is very unlikely to be successful. 
Extreme Disadvantage: Roll a d20 and a d12; use the lower of the two rolls.  
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Human Traits in Dark Secrets 
Many people identify one another by skin tone, hair color and eye color. Most people’s skin tone is 
somewhere along a brown hue, and many people’s skin tends toward either a reddish hue, a pale, beige 
hue, a golden tone, or a deep brown hue. Hair colors tend along the same lines as skin tones, though after 
a certain age, virtually everyone gains silver hair. Eye colors range across the brown hues as well, though 
some people have green-hued eyes. Choose your character’s skin tone, hair color and eye color. If you opt 
for unusual choices, offer a fun and engaging description or explanation if you’d like. 

Colloquially, people refer to one another’s skin tone, hair color and eye color by the same words they’d 
use to describe the starshowers in their area. If someone refers to the starshowers in the estival season as 
emerald, green, or estival, then they will have grown up in a culture that also refers to someone with a 
greenish hue to their skin, hair or eyes using those words. It’s not uncommon for people to refer to 
someone’s hair color by a metal color (gold, silver or copper are common words to describe hair). 

While some animals may have black or white hair, skin or eyes, and while some have blue or purple 
feathers (for instance), these colors are exceptionally rare in people (in the first era, your character has 
almost certainly never seen anyone with blue eyes, for instance). 

By common folklore it is understood that folks with many of the reddish-hued traits were conceived 
near the autumnal starshower, and that those with multiple gold-hues were conceived near the hibernal 
starshower. Those with the greenest eyes are assumed to have been conceived during the estival 
starshower. In many cases, of course, this turns out not to be the case, but that doesn’t stop people from 
making assumptions. 

Some people believe in magic or that there are deities who answer prayers; others disagree. So far 
there isn’t sufficient evidence for anyone to say. Many are of the opinion that one’s attitude has a 
significant impact on the outcomes in one’s life and that this is more likely the explanation for good or 
bad fortune than magic or gods. 
 

The World’s Stories and You 
There are scores of tales; some people know them all, some people remember only their favorites. A 

few people find it hard to remember any of them, but even those people usually remember a name or an 
event from a favorite story. There are stories about Harvester, Gardener, Dormancy and Void. They are 
anthropomorphized ideas that would roughly correspond to Mother Nature, Old Man Winter, and the 
like in the players’ world. People use the names as though the names corresponded to beings, and some 
people might actually attribute powers and intentions to them, but the vast majority of people realize that 
they’re just names for ideas that people have of their experiences of their world. 

Some people find comfort or deep meaning in some (or all) of the stories. Some people think that the 
stories are ways to pass the holiday times but don’t really affect how life gets lived. 
 

The World’s Calendar and You 
There are 300 days in each year and there are 25 days between full (or new) moons. The estival starshower 
lasts for 11 days in the warmest part of the year and the green starshowers match the green colors in the 
world at that time. The autumnal starshower lasts for 7 days and happens near the beginning of the 
harvest season before the air is cold and the red starshowers match the red colors in the world’s trees at 
that time. The hibernal starshower lasts for 7 days and happens when the world is deeply into the bitter 
cold days and the white-and-gold starshowers match the white colors and golden sun-sparkles on the 
snow in the world at that time. 

Many people find meaning in the starshowers and their colors, and everyone celebrates them. These 
are times for family reunions, feasts, and reflecting on good and bad times from the past. 

As a general rule, people do not work full days during the starshowers (except sometimes on the first 
or last day), and when they do work they will usually only work until early afternoon. There is much 
celebrating to prepare, and families are often together enjoying one another’s company. 

In addition, except those chores that must be done every day (or during times of duress), most people 
rest on the days of the full and new moons. People need to rest, and typically they rest with the changing 
of the moons. People usually don’t travel, and businesses usually don’t conduct transactions on days of 
the full or new moon.  
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